YouTube recently purged 58 millions of videos of questionable material, virtually every website that is 'right leaning' and went a bit beyond the fence, hell, even Alex Jones who is largely a systemic fake pill, always blaming everything the jews do on dolphin people from Neptune or something.

Also, the jews are not only hiring fake commenters and literal commenting armies, but they are also intensifying AI based filtering of weird comments done online. This is why you go to many videos and most of the comments look fake or braindead, especially on videos that have interesting material sometimes. Since these bots are automated and act from within YouTube, you also see sometimes unrelated comments to the video at hand.

58 million taken down and "new comment standards" by Youtube:


Out of these 58 million purged, it appears, only a few hundred thousands were actually threatening violence or were about actual abuse of children and all the other professed reasons. This leaves us with around 55 or more million videos just vanishing because uhm, probably these offended the jews. Meanwhile one goes to the Islamic or Arabic version of YouTube or in Facebook and they see all sorts of 'extremist content' running rampant.

But lo and behold even Alex Jones who goes a bit overboard but never hurts his favorite jews and blames 9/11 on the hollow moon, even he is purged. Just paranoia.
The pinnacle of this however is not done. It's not enough to take down every single video that questions Jews, but now, they have also had to take other videos that point to things the Jews have caused, in fear this opens people to further understanding. For example, the 9/11 incident has the Jewish finger obviously all over it, but it on its own as an event gained a lot of notoriety. This made millions of people and Americans conscious of the fact that the Jews are running and assaulting their country, and also, from within.

Eventually since they cannot delete or monitor every video, and ban every single account, what they will be doing instead is put a weird system of 'recommendations' in place that is tainted with algorithm to never show newly or freshly uploaded videos that have questionable material. "Exist, but do not exist."

Almost every video we ourselves have cited also, has disappeared. Like every single one. Both in our websites, documentary work, or in general. Everything has vanished.

From YouTube Google Blog:


"To that end, we'll begin reducing recommendations of borderline content and content that could misinform users in harmful ways—such as videos promoting a phony miracle cure for a serious illness, claiming the earth is flat, or making blatantly false claims about historic events like 9/11."